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Make digitalized places for experimentation work:
unravelling and governing transformative dynamics of
FabLabs and Makerspaces
Tobias Held

Institute of Technology Futures, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany

ABSTRACT
While maker platforms, such as FabLabs and Makerspaces, are
commonly perceived as drivers for transformative trajectories,
little is known about how the dynamics of experimental collective
agency are mobilizing transformative capacities that foster
change on the local level. This paper contributes to the
understanding of collective innovation dynamics of maker
platforms that aim to support collective experimentation and
translate novel practices to incumbent institutions on the local
level. By drawing on the strategic niche management literature, a
comparative case study of six maker platforms in Germany is
conducted. Findings indicate three relevant modes of translation
that could be identified: Firstly, translation by active shielding
and institutionalized adaption emphasizes the role of harbouring
universities in fencing off market pressures and offering events as
well as workshops to regime actors. Secondly, translation by
enabling learning mechanisms highlights the effect of
implementing proper formats for assessment and learning on
mutual translation. Thirdly, translation by sustained cooperation
and coordination between maker platforms and local institutions
stresses capacities for cooperation and a demand-oriented
coordination between maker platforms and incumbent institutions.
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1. Introduction

Revolutionary technological innovations are supposed to be salient for assigning trans-
formative forces and trajectories to manufacturing, markets and societies (Godin 2006,
2015; Fagerberg, Mowery, and Nelson 2011). Prominent examples that are said to
merge both innovation and transformation are Fabrication Laboratories (FabLabs) and
Makerspaces. These digitalized workshops were born out of technological advances in
3D printing and individual ingenuity. The advent of digital fabrication equipment,
especially and most prominently 3D printing, has blurred existing boundaries of experi-
menting and manufacturing. By turning digital data into materialized artefacts and
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sharing it online, so-called makers have been supposed to revolutionize manufacturing
by making innovation-oriented processes more user-centric and openly collaborative
(Gershenfeld 2007, 2012; Rifkin 2014; Aryan, Bertling, and Liedtke 2021).

Internationally renowned FabLabs and Makerspaces, such as the FabLab Barcelona,
have inspired its overtly transformative capacity that consequently resonates in a con-
tinuously growing number of digitalized workshops globally (Menichinelli and Gerson
Saltiel Schmidt 2020). However, understanding about conditions that allow transforma-
tive capacities of collaborative agency and digital fabrication to unfold empirically is
scarce (Lhoste 2020; Mersand 2021; Menichinelli and Gerson Saltiel Schmidt 2020;
Rosa et al. 2017). This is partly because of a technology-based perspective on urban devel-
opment and innovation. It tends to neglect aspects of social innovation spanning across
novelty in value-driven practices, concepts, organization and decision-making processes
that ultimately initiate and propel transformative capacities (Smith et al. 2013; Smith
2017).

Generally, FabLabs and Makerspaces can be defined as community-based workshops
that provide open and shared access to a variety of equipment, including technologies for
digital fabrication, and infrastructure for collaborative prototyping, experimentation,
knowledge creation and sharing. While these digitized workshops share common fea-
tures, their local adaptation significantly influences their purpose and functionality.
FabLabs and Makerspaces thus are focal points for local as well as global communities
by providing platforms for novel approaches to collective and commons-based agency.
Online platforms allow local maker communities to exchange information and collabora-
tively create artefacts on a global scale by enabling an open, decentralized network struc-
ture (Anderson 2012; Smith 2017; Chiappini and Törnberg 2019; Lhoste 2020).

Research in the past covered transformative capacities of FabLabs and Makerspaces
from mainly two perspectives. On the one hand, researchers focused on the participative
and collaborative aspects of tinkering and co-creation. By opening up and deliberating
design and fabrication processes, it is argued that FabLabs and Makerspaces can contrib-
ute to bottom-up solutions tailored to local challenges (Smith, Fressoli, and Thomas
2014). On the other hand, various publications consider FabLabs and Makerspaces as
agents for change in the context of economic geography and knowledge economy
(Cohendet, Grandadam, and Suire 2021; Birtchnell, Böhme, and Gorkin 2017; Suire
2016; Troxler 2013). Even when examined from different perspectives, the ability to
give novel collective agency on the grassroots level a protective space that nurtures trans-
formative capacities is a consistent feature of FabLabs and Makerspaces in the literature
(Chiappini and Törnberg 2019; Galvin, Burton, and Nyuur 2020). However, little is
known about how FabLabs and Makerspaces bring change to local contexts. The way
how community-driven platforms are entangled into transformative processes on the
local level by altering existing socio-institutional practices of knowledge creation and
production has remained widely uncovered. There is a demand for studies that specifi-
cally analyse translation processes between those platforms and actors representing
incumbent practices. A small number of publications recently pointed to this gap under-
mining its relevance especially for governance approaches to community-based regional
development and diversification for entrepreneurial capabilities (Rumpala 2023; Hildeb-
randt et al. 2022; Rumpala 2023; Menichinelli and Gerson Saltiel Schmidt 2020; Chiap-
pini and Törnberg 2019).
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In this study, maker platform (MP) is used as an umbrella term for different concep-
tual models that can be assigned to the definition of FabLabs and Makerspaces as out-
lined above. Thus, instead of generalizing a single conception, sensitivity is given to
the plurality of MPs, as local contexts crucially and individually shape the adoption of
a prefigurative conception. Consequently, the role of MPs in changing actor-related,
structural and institutional conditions of innovation processes is plural. Transformative
capacities are defined as cognitive, normative and cultural capabilities as well as social
relations that are able to provoke radical innovations with the potential to disrupt exist-
ing sociotechnical systems (Stirling 2011; Bos and Brown 2014; Stirling 2014). These
innovations are perceived to be related to social dimensions and can challenge estab-
lished practices, norms and structures, aiming to bring about significant changes on mul-
tiple levels, including individual, organizational and sectoral levels. Consequently,
transformative capacities aim at providing radical alternatives to dominant or incumbent
institutions and institutionalized practices that are assessed as being disruptive (Bulkeley
and Castán Broto 2013; Smith 2017; Pesch, Spekkink, and Quist 2019).

The aim of this study is twofold. Firstly, this paper contributes to the understanding of
the emerging collaborative dynamics of MPs and its ability to alter existing institutions by
guiding prototyping, knowledge creation and the production of artefacts. Secondly,
insights lifted from a comparative case study will contribute to proposed governance
approaches that aim to support transformative capacities of MPs. Consequently, the fol-
lowing research question guides this study:

What modes of translation between maker platforms and actors representing incumbent
regimes on the local level can be detected, and what does this say about transformative
capacities of maker platforms?

To this end, the first part will cover the theoretical approach. It results in a description
of the conceptual model that is applied to the empirical phenomenon of MPs. Methodo-
logical implications can be found in the second part of the study and will be followed by
the comparative case study and a discussion of the results generated. In the final section
of the study, the conclusion will follow.

2. Research approach– reconsidering strategic niche management

The conceptual model of this study is built upon the strategic niche management (SNM)
approach. Essentially, SNM promotes that the development of path-breaking innovation
demands temporary protection to allow for learning processes while experimenting with
novel sociotechnological practices. Thus, a proof context, called a niche, is needed that
protects experimental practices. Without protection, selection pressures by established
sociotechnological practices would crush emerging innovation. Selection pressures are
linked to dominant societal practices and technological infrastructures, called sociotech-
nological regimes (Kemp et al., 1998; Geels 2002; Raven 2005; Schot and Geels 2008). In
reference to a later strand in the transition literature, a niche is perceived as a safe context
for novel sociotechnological practice. Here, the focus lies upon on configurations of
human agency and technological artefacts that foster development according to coevolu-
tionary processes (Witkamp, Raven, and Royakkers 2011; Seyfang and Haxeltine 2012;
Dóci, Vasileiadou, and Petersen 2015; Pesch, Spekkink, and Quist 2019; Pel et al. 2020b).
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The success of protecting path-breaking innovation is bound to three processes: (1)
shielding, (2) nurturing and (3) empowering. ‘Shielding’ primarily aims for stemming
the tide of pressure from sociotechnological regimes. It refers to blocking off a niche
from selection pressures to allow for experimentation. ‘Nurturing’ is linked to processes
that support the development of novel sociotechnological options inside the niche. The
literature describes three niche internal processes as being pivotal for nurturing: building
social networks, articulating expectations and stimulating as well as supporting shared
learning processes (Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma 1998; Raven 2005; Schot and Geels
2008; Boon, Hessels, and Horlings 2019). ‘Empowerment’ refers to outward-oriented
processes that allow sociotechnological novelties to either compete with or alter incum-
bent sociotechnological regimes. Processes of empowerment thus contribute to the credi-
bility and strength of a path-breaking innovation. Thus, increasing niche empowerment
is covering forms of dynamic interactions with actors that represent incumbent regimes
ranging from political activity to narratives being deployed (Smith and Raven 2012;
Barrie, Zawdie, and João 2017). In the end, successful niche management depends on
the dynamic interrelatedness of shielding, nurturing and empowerment over the
course of time. It is assumed that iterative and co-produced experimental processes
lead to the creation of new rule-based practices that support the stability of a niche inno-
vation (Raven 2005; Smith and Raven 2012).

For practitioners and decision-makers that aim to foster transformative capacities of
niche innovations, the matter of understanding and actively governing the institutiona-
lization of niche practices is a crucial one. Thus, by using SNM as the analytical vehicle,
operative aspects of managing niche innovations can be lifted. In the recent past, the
SNM approach was used as a management tool for various path-breaking innovations.
Applications range from sustainable transportation (Weber and Truffer 1999; Hoogma
et al. 2002; Pandis Iveroth et al. 2013) over renewable energy (Verbong, Geels, and
Raven 2008; Al-Sarihi and Cherni 2018) to social entrepreneurship (Witkamp, Raven,
and Royakkers 2011). While being predominantly applied to sustainability transitions,
SNM in the recent past has contributed to research topics beyond a focus on sustainabil-
ity by supporting systemic and evolutionary network perspectives on innovation (Caniëls
and Romijn 2008; Giganti and Falcone 2022).

In consequence, SNM serves as a proper analytical as well as operative tool for inves-
tigating local dynamics of collaborative prototyping and experimentation linked to MPs.
In contrast to earlier applications of SNM as mentioned above, this study is not focusing
on a particular technology or niche-product. MPs as local and community-based, digi-
talized workshops are perceived as niches for novel and radical social innovations cover-
ing prototyping, knowledge creation and networked production of artefacts.
Understanding the role of MPs in contributing to a transformation of institutionalized
social structures that are relevant to innovation is the point of departure for both the con-
ceptual model and the empirical investigation.

2.2. Conceptual model

2.2.1. Approaching maker platforms as sociotechnological niches
A niche can take different forms. Prominent examples are subsidized R&D laboratories
or market niches. Local societal initiatives, such as FabLabs and Makerspaces, also can
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fulfil the role of niches. These initiatives may contribute to novel alternative solutions on
a community-based, grassroots level (Seyfang and Smith 2007). Thus, for the conceptual
model applied, local MPs are perceived as sociotechnological niches that enable hetero-
geneous communities to experiment with digital fabrication methods and novel forms of
collective agency (Aryan, Bertling, and Liedtke 2021; Chiappini and Törnberg 2019).
Especially their open and experimental way of creating prototypes underscores the
social components of innovation processes (Smith et al. 2013). The connectivity of
local and global MPs paves the way for new networked social structures of so-called
open innovation (Aryan, Bertling, and Liedtke 2021). Analytically, this study follows
Pesch, Spekkink, and Quist (2019) that differentiate between ‘simple’ and ‘strategic’
niches. While the former is not seeking for altering existing institutions, the latter is pro-
moting it and implies diffusion benefits of novel sociotechnological practices. Conse-
quently, the approach given is addressing strategic niches.

2.2.2. Approaching existing institutions as incumbent regimes
Niches are embedded in and opposed by so-called incumbent sociotechnological
regimes (Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma 1998). Incumbent regimes essentially maintain
dominant sociotechnological configurations including societal practices, technological
design and functionality. Regimes add stability to existing sociotechnological systems,
as they allow for the reproduction and structuration of rule sets (Schot and Geels
2008; Smith and Raven 2012). Rules include mainly cognitive routines, shared beliefs,
competencies, user practices, regulations and institutional arrangements that affect
local practices. Thus, regimes intersect with a broad variety of social domains, including
cultural, political, scientific, market and industrial dimensions (Scott 2014). Regime
rules that coordinate and guide activities of social groups represent higher levels of
structured practices, but are present at the local level (Geels 2011; Köhler et al. 2019).
For the approach given, established institutions in a formal sense, such as universities,
city administrations, companies or associations, are seen as representing established rule
sets. Local institutions adjacent to regimes have institutionalized local practices, for
instance by legislation, contracts and the promotion of cultural and normative values,
and thus affect how novel practices related to collective prototyping are adopted
locally (Seyfang and Smith 2007; Seyfang and Haxeltine 2012; Pesch et al. 2017).
Alternative practices of knowledge creation and production developed in shielded
places, such as local MPs, are not easily adopted by local institutions, as a strict align-
ment between alternatives and institutionalized practices is enforced (Pesch, Spekkink,
and Quist 2019; Geels 2012).

Transferring the incumbent regime heuristic to the conceptual model outlined, the
study focuses on actors representing incumbent regimes on the local level. Given the
plural and encompassing efforts of MPs, a broad perspective on local regime actors repre-
senting dominant institutions is applied. It includes actors from local associations, the
educational sector, urban administration and the economic sector (e.g. enterprises and
business development agencies). Relevant actors depend on aMP’s target groups and col-
laborative efforts. The pivotal interest of this study lies in gaining an understanding about
the localized dominant rule sets institutionalized by intersecting institutions (Grin,
Rotmans, and Schot 2011; Geels 2002).
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2.2.3. Outcomes of translations as niche–regime interactions
The transformation of institutionalized practices that are relevant to innovation pro-
cesses on the local level results from longitudinal, coevolutionary and multidimensional
dynamics (Dolata 2014; Köhler et al. 2019; Pel et al. 2020a). Any attempt to investigate
dynamic interactions between MPs and incumbent regime actors thus need an analytical
focus. Having said that, it is followed Smith (2007), who perceives niche–regime inter-
actions as translations (see also Raven et al. 2011; Ingram et al. 2015). Translations are
defined as formal and informal interactions that in the course of time result in reconfi-
gurations of sociotechnological practices by indicating mutual (re-)alignment of MPs
and incumbent regime actors.1 Ultimately, the outcome of translations can entail
novel practices to which both niche and regime actors aligned to. The outcome of
mutual translations covers a broad field of practices, which cannot be further defined
or limited. There is no approach on translations between MPs and incumbent regime
actors available that could serve as a landmark (Menichinelli and Gerson Saltiel
Schmidt 2020). Research in the past though conceptualized the outcome of translations
as the establishment of (trans-)local networks, the replication of ideas and practices or
the translation of novel niche activities into policies or business strategies (Smith 2007;
Raven et al. 2011; Pesch, Spekkink, and Quist 2019; von Wirth et al. 2019).

One opportunity to trace processes of translation is to analyse interactions between a
niche and local institutions by referring to rules. Following Geels (2005), the coordi-
nation of interactions among actors can be conceptualized as rules. There are formal
and informal rules that structure the behaviour of actors. According to Scott (2014),
three dimensions of rules can be differentiated: (I) The ‘regulative’ dimension covers
formal rules and regulations, such as government regulations, laws, standards, incentive
structures or bureaucracy systems. (II) The ‘cognitive’ dimension refers to processes that
constitute reality and meaning by building upon visions, images and cognitive frames.
Examples are knowledge paradigms, search heuristics, priorities or problem–solution
agendas. (III) The ‘normative’ dimension pertains norms and values, expectations,
codes of conduct as well as duty. Rules from any of the dimensions mentioned do not
exist as single entities. Rather, various rules are linked together forming semi-coherent
sets of rules that stabilize social system processes and continue to exist in the course
of time (Geels 2005; Geels 2012). Note that sets of rules emerge not only out of formal
and informal interaction but will also be changed by these interactions (Koppenjan
and Klijn 2004). For the empirical inquiry, Scott’s (2014) rule dimensions will be
adopted to perceive niche–regime interactions comprehensively on various dimensions
of agency.

Finally, the identification of shared and rejected rules between MPs as niches and
incumbent regime actors is expected to lead to a better understanding about interaction
processes and thus the outcome of translations. Empirically, it is focused on formal as
well as informal forms of translations between local MPs and incumbent institutions
by identifying shared and rejected rules on the rules-related dimensions mentioned. Con-
sequently, shared rules or sets of rules indicate an outcome of translations that contrib-
uted to a bridging between niche and regime actors. On the contrary, rejected rules or
sets of rules indicate an outcome of translations that did not help to bridge the gap.
As mentioned earlier, the dynamic interrelatedness of the niche-related processes of
shielding, nurturing and empowerment is affecting the outcomes of translations and
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the way how a niche is aligning with translations. Processes supporting the nurturing of a
niche are of pivotal interest. Figure 1 provides a depiction of the conceptual model
described in the preceding sections. It encapsulates how outcomes of translations are
the result of dynamic interactions between a MP and incumbent regime actors, which
can be investigated in accordance with sets of rules that are shared or rejected. Eventually,
the outcome of translations provides feedback to both a MP and incumbent regime
actors that in turn adapt to it.

3. Research strategy, case selection and methodology

The research design for this study is based on a comparative case study approach (Yin
2010). It was accomplished by using qualitative data.

It was decided to use qualitative data as they correspond with the research objective of
focussing on processes of emerging interdependencies among heterogeneous actors.
Beyond that, a qualitative approach is consistent with the theoretical conception, as
SNM appends to the constructivist tradition of innovation studies (Smith and Raven
2012; Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma 1998).

Cases were selected deliberately based on three selection criteria. Firstly, it was only
focused on MPs in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia delimiting the number of
possible cases. Secondly, in reference to Pesch, Spekkink, and Quist (2019), MPs that were
set up as an end in itself (‘simple niches’) without the aim of collaborating with local
actors, networks as well as maker communities were excluded from the sample. Thirdly,
the cases selected had to be existing for at least 3 years to allow for claims about processes
of translation. The online platform ‘fablabs.io’ was used for pre-selecting and acquiring
primary information. In the end, a total of six MPs were selected for investigation and com-
parison. See Table 1 for a depiction and further information about the case selection.

Data were collected by conducting a total of 19 semi-structured interviews with the
managers in charge of each MP and, if possible, with key stakeholders collaborating

Figure 1. Conceptual model used for this study.
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with the local MPs selected. Interviews were conducted between September 2020 and
January 2021 by the author of this article and lasted between 60 and 75 min. All intervie-
wees representing a MP are the original initiators of the platform. Thus, it was assured
that the interviewees had in-depth knowledge about the local trajectory of each MP.
Key local stakeholders include actors from the academic, economic and administrative
sectors representing local incumbent institutions. Among stakeholder interviewees are
representatives of universities hosting a MP, local economic promotion agencies,
urban planners and employees of an IT company. The transcription and coding of the
data gathered followed a coding tree based on the conceptual model outlined earlier.
Coding was done by the author and another researcher to ensure intercoder reliability
procedures by following O’Connor and Joffe (2020) as well as MacPhail et al. (2016).
Additional data were collected by investigating written records such as prototype docu-
mentations, newspaper articles and information posted on websites and social media
channels of the MPs selected. Moreover, triangulation was enabled by presenting the
case study results at a feedback workshop attended by all interviewed managers of the
MPs investigated. Table 1 provides an overview of the case sample.

4. Comparative case study: detecting translations between maker
platforms and incumbent regime actors

In the following, the results of the empirical analysis will be outlined in two steps. Firstly,
results about niche-related processes will be reported. In the second step, the results of
the analysis on modes of translation are outlined.

4.1. Niche internal processes

The outcome of translations is essentially affected by niche internal processes (see Section
2.2.4). Thus, relevant attributes and patterns related to building social networks,

Table 1. Overview of case sample.
Case
# Name Governance model Affiliation

Active
since Source

1 Dezentrale
Dortmund

Independent club/
collaboration with
research institute

Fraunhofer Institute for
Environmental, Safety, and
Energy Technology
UMSICHT

2013 https://dezentrale-
dortmund.de/

2 FabLab Bottrop Affiliated to
university/research
institute

Ruhr West University of
Applied Sciences

2013 http://hrw-fablab.de/

3 FabLab/Green
FabLab Kamp-
Lintfort

Affiliated to
university/research
institute

Rhine-Waal University of
Applied Sciences

2015 http://fablab.
hochschule-rhein-
waal.de/ https://
fablab.green/wp/

4 GarageLab e.V.
Düsseldorf

Independent club None 2011 https://garage-lab.de/

5 Halle1-
Makerspace
Gelsenkirchen

Affiliated to
university/research
institute

Westphalian University of
Applied Sciences

2018 https://halle1wh.de/

6 Makerspace Bonn
e.V.

Independent club None 2018 https://makerspace-
bonn.de/
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articulating expectations and supporting learning processes across the six MPs will be
elaborated in detail.

4.1.1. Building networks
Developing social networks is essential for having access to different forms of resources
both material and immaterial. MPs tend to draw on basically two types of network
formats. On the one hand, maker communities adjust to local networks. On the other
hand, connections to translocal or transnational networks can also be observed. Trans-
local networks preferably are connected vía online platforms. The global FabLab commu-
nity is a representative example of this network type. This community includes
international events, such as conferences and exchange programmes (e.g. Fab
Academy2). As noted in the literature, translocal networks are important in creating a
collective political voice and narrative supporting the development of a collective move-
ment. In addition, translocal connectivity enables the exchange and access to knowledge
resources (Pel et al. 2020b). Thus, local and translocal connectivity can be of central
importance for processes of empowerment at the local level (Smith and Raven 2012).
However, as the data collected show, translocal network processes are only of limited
use in coping with local challenges. Especially when it comes to expanding an operative
network. Crucially, two types of networks are present at the local level. Firstly, there is the
local maker community itself including those responsible for a MP and its community.
Apart from those being in charge of administrative functions, the community is dynami-
cally assembled by different societal actors and is often anything but a constant group of
people. The second network type can be described as an operative network. It primarily
has the aim to maintain cooperation with outside actors to coordinate knowledge trans-
fer processes in the broadest sense. The case sample shows that operational networks can
be established more easily when a MP already belongs to an existing institution, such as a
university. It can provide access to pre-existing local and regional networks. Case FabLab
Kamp-Lintfort (C#3) shows that institutional linkage fosters empowerment processes by
establishing coordination mechanisms among relevant institutions on the local level. The
Fab-managers and decision-makers of the university initiated a steering committee as
well as an advisory board mirroring the local and region consent of economic, political
and educational institutions. Thus, bureaucratic capacities have supported a deliberate
use of FabLab Kamp-Lintfort (C#3) targeting structural challenges on the local level.
In this regard, a university certainly can function as an anchor point for local and
regional coordination efforts. In contrast, club-based MPs that have been established
independently of existing institutions find it harder to gain traction locally.

4.1.2. Articulation of expectations
The articulation of expectations primarily fulfils two functions. Firstly, expectations con-
tribute directionality to collective learning processes. Thus, the development of tempor-
ary and long-term objectives can be supported. Secondly, expectations help to generate
attention, which may lead to an expansion of the support network. In the literature, it is
emphasized that expectations are ideally shared by as many niche-related actors as poss-
ible (Smith and Raven 2012). In the case of MPs, expectations and visions are initially
influenced by its founding members. Here, two aspects were mentioned specifically.
Firstly, it is emphasized that infrastructure is necessary to experiment and learn by
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drawing on the possibilities of digital technologies. Secondly, space should be created for
collaborative approaches in which people with diverse interests and competencies can
meet and exchange freely by creating prototypes. In addition, MPs in regions affected
by structural change serve the expectation of constructively supporting a socioeconomi-
cal transformation. In this context, MPs are supposed to fulfil the role of incubation
rooms, which may boost creativity and business ideas. Having said that, the expectations
mentioned illustrate an initial translation between MPs and the incumbent context.
Accordingly, MPs are constituted in opposition to incumbent regime actors on the
local level. All the expectations mentioned are problems that regime actors seem not
to be addressing sufficiently. Consequently, problems linked to regime actors have
been translated to MPs and effected the creation of it. Additionally, the promotion of
educational formats and teaching is a central concern. Here, the aim is to foster compe-
tencies of young professionals for the sake of the local economy by bringing new
impulses to existing as well as emerging companies.

Two challenges are linked to robust and effective expectations being articulated.
Firstly, expectations and visions need to be negotiated within as well as with actors of
the environment to ensure that the same goals and directions are pursued. A mechanism
is needed that adapts expectations and visions to a dynamic and thus changing maker
community. Secondly, expectations and visions must not only be defined and coordi-
nated but also be articulated between different networks on a horizontal level. The
data underscore that the way in which communication and language are used is not neg-
ligible to successfully address target groups. Both aspects are relevant to go beyond an
initial translation of problems linked to regime actors.

4.1.3. Learning processes
Generally, learning processes can be analysed on various levels. Thus, it can be differen-
tiated between the micro level, i.e. personal or project-related learning, and the collective
level. The latter is covering a MP as an organizational unit including administrative func-
tions and decision-making mechanisms. Primarily, the quality of learning processes
depends on the organizational capacities as well as the MP’s main activities. In the
case of MPs related to universities, projects are commonly realized that correspond to
a certain educational mandate. Based on research contracts, third-party funded projects
and other services, there are defined objectives that can serve as evaluation criteria. Club
variants on the other hand are less often obliged to provide documentation to third
parties. In addition, principles of the maker community, such as the Fab Charter3,
state that the results of completed projects are put online and thus made available to
everyone. Certainly, those standards imply processes of documentation and reflection
about project outcomes.

As MPs are used for various and sometimes very different paths of experimentation, it
is not a trivial task to find suitable formats for assessment as well as learning. Apart from
the aspects mentioned, the promotion of learning processes interferes with a far more
important feature, namely the preservation of free experimentation and creativity. The
data generated show that both documentation and assessment criteria are not among
the factors that contribute constructively to experimentation and learning activities in
MPs. On the contrary, evaluation mechanisms are rather perceived as an obstacle for
approaching problems ‘differently’ by experimenting in a free manner. Ultimately,
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managers of MPs are primarily concerned with the protection of low-threshold and free
experimentation from conventional evaluation models. The organizational structure
itself is often an object of experimentation, as it needs to adapt to a changed environment
in the course of time. Even if conventional evaluation criteria are not necessarily prior-
itized, it can be assumed that learning processes and assessments are applied in a much
more informal and intuitive way, by promoting a ‘learning by doing’ priority.4 Although
standards in the maker community state to share knowledge about project-related out-
comes, this is practically not always done. Learning processes that evaluate the various
activities of a MP are often fragmented. This is partly due to the dynamic character of
the community and the preference for experimental formats of collaboration. MPs are
no exception. MP’s organizational structures often do not correspond to a conventional
organization in a narrow sense. MPs see themselves more as an open community that can
grow organically while being shaped by flat hierarchies. Consequently, it can be challen-
ging to implement mechanisms that support collective learning and coordination. In this
regard, the data generated underscore the necessity of MPs to improve collective learning
and self-reflection. Based on relevant insights that cover niche-related processes, the fol-
lowing section will describe findings on translations between MPs and incumbent regime
actors.

4.2. Identifying modes of translation

As pointed out earlier, translations are the result of dynamic interactions between a MP
and incumbent regime actors, which can be perceived by investigating sets of rules that
are shared or rejected. The following section will describe relevant outcomes of trans-
lations along three dimensions of rules.

Starting with shared rules and the regulative dimension, it firstly is necessary to differ-
entiate between MPs that administratively belong to universities and those being gov-
erned as independent associations. The former are established for curricular use and
additionally provide an informal environment for collaborative prototyping. Also, MP-
related knowledge resources and technical infrastructure support spin-off efforts aimed
at by students. The benefit of being linked to a university is given by having access to
financial and material resources. The financing concept is decisive for the regulatory
framework. Generally, university affiliation supports practices of MPs to become formal-
ized rules due to curricular fixation as well as research utilization. On the other hand,
MPs that are governed as associations are not tied to existing institutional structures.
Consequently, there are freedoms in terms of agency and organization. Concerning
cooperation with companies in particular, legal restrictions are much lower. Thus, the
club variant allows for a broad scope of services to work, for instance, specifically on pro-
totypes without neglecting competition law. Apart from that, it is emphasized that club-
operated MPs can experiment more freely and adapt quickly to mutual translations.

On the cognitive level, MPs perceive positive reception due to their capacities for
transferring knowledge and approaching problems collectively. A low-threshold and col-
laborative property of experimentation in maker facilities was mentioned particularly.
The added value of experimental collaborative processes is linked to forms of co-creation
and so-called open innovation (Obradović, Vlačić, and Dabić 2021). While some univer-
sities set-up curricular formats for inter- and transdisciplinary projects, collaborative
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processes additionally happen by chance due to regular ‘open for all’ events. Both co-cre-
ation and open innovation processes are also demanded by entrepreneurs and local com-
panies in the form of workshops. Workshop formats mainly focus on ideation and
prototyping and problem-solving approaches. The possibility of working casually on pro-
totypes allows for breaking out of common heuristics and routines. Also, temporary and
continuous collaborations between maker communities and companies were mentioned
indicating that local companies use collaborations with MPs as an external knowledge
resource. The format of workshops and deliberate collaborations indicate the translation
of sociotechnical practices between MPs and actors of incumbent regimes.

On the normative level, the importance of community-based knowledge production is
perceived as being relevant for addressing local societal challenges. For this purpose,
transdisciplinary formats for knowledge transfer are expedient. Additionally, MPs are
supposed to act as a vehicle for coping with structural change. Maker communities
should strengthen the creative class and promote entrepreneurial opportunities in
addition to educational activities. However, a dedicated plan or strategy, which assigns
MPs within existing innovation clusters to a specific role or function, has not been
revealed. Nevertheless, findings on the normative level confirm empirical insights of
expectations articulated by MPs described earlier (see Section 4.1.2). Thus, socioeco-
nomic problems in the local context are translated into expectations as well as visions
of MPs serving as a common ground for both niche and regime.

Continuing with rejected rules on the regulative dimension, there are three main bar-
riers of MPs being affiliated to a university. Firstly, cooperations with companies are
legally constrained due to competition law in Germany. As various interview partners
have explained, it is not uncommon for companies to expect a cooperation that is sup-
porting the development of a product. For managers of the MP, this implies a balancing
act between legitimate product development and competition-distorting measures,
which is neither feasible for the MP nor for the company. Secondly, the bureaucratic
requirements of a university are associated with potential for conflict. Interviewees
often mentioned that MPs are characterized by a certain degree of freedom in terms
of organizational design and flexibility in project realization. These properties do not
always complement the requirements of the bureaucratic higher-level administration.
Thirdly, MPs belonging to universities are usually tied to third-party funding. Thus,
the focus of the work can depend on funding projects. As a result, the prerequisites
for long-term translations are only partially met.

The club variant on the contrary names the bureaucratized approach of local incum-
bent institutions, such as universities or municipal administrative actors, as an obstacle to
possible cooperation. In addition, a lack of connection to established local institutions
can be identified as a barrier for translation. At this point, the university and club variants
differ significantly due to varying context conditions.

Rejected rules on the cognitive level refer on the one hand to offers provided by MPs.
These offers are often ambiguous or unsuitable perceived. Interview partners represent-
ing incumbent institutions explained that language alone can already lead to a negative
attitude among potential stakeholders. Modern or trendy terminology does not necess-
arily lead to acceptance by the addressed target group. On the contrary, the ‘wrong’
language can lead to misunderstandings or a lack of orientation. Local institutions,
such as city administrations, can have very divergent ideas about the purpose of a MP
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and thus favour different strategic aims to address local problems. In addition, there are
certain expectations that favour a certain knowledge paradigm and corresponding search
heuristics. However, forms of co-creation, collaborative innovation or peer-to-peer pro-
cesses in general cannot simply be measured according to its monetary potential. Repre-
sentatives of local economic development institutions also mentioned the problem of
protecting intellectual property rights. From a business perspective, the added value of
open experimental formats does not necessarily meet the expectations of conventional
product development processes. Consequently, there are incumbent actors that
demand a translation in the sense of a professionalization.

On the normative level, two outcomes of translations can be identified essentially.
Firstly, MPs are associated with the assumption of a certain lack of professionalism
that does not correspond with the standard for innovation and technology development.
Another normative barrier relates particularly to stakeholders from the handcraft sector.
It was mentioned that MPs at universities are associated with cerebral and less practice-
related approaches. Skilled craftspeople may have a distanced attitude especially towards
university operations, as the practical and acute added value is not immediately recogniz-
able. Table 2 provides an overview of the findings.

5. Discussion of the results

In the previous sections, outcomes of translations between MPs and incumbent regime
actors on the local level were analysed. Now, the main findings are discussed.

Table 2. Summary of findings on translations along the regulative, cognitive as well as normative
dimensions and across the six maker platforms (MPs) covered.

Regulative dimension Cognitive dimension Normative dimension

Shared
rules

– Research utilization, curricular
fixation of MP (university-
affiliated MPs) – deployment
as knowledge resources,
technical infrastructure to
support spin-off efforts
(university affiliated MPs) –
cooperations with and services
to companies (club-operated
MPs thus lower legal
restrictions)

– Workshops and events for
prototyping, ideation (low-
threshold, experimental
collaborative processes) –
Collaborations with
communities of MPs that
serve as external knowledge
resources – MPs as structural
assets for so-called open
innovation on the local level

– Community-based, experimental
knowledge production to
address local societal challenges,
socioeconomic transformations
– MPs to promote creative class
and local entrepreneurial
opportunities – MPs as vehicles
for coping with structural
change

Exemplary
cases

FabLab/Green FabLab Kamp-
Lintfort (C#3), Makerspace
Bonn e.V. (C#6)

Dezentrale Dortmund (C#1),
FabLab Bottrop (C#2), Halle1-
Makerspace (C#5)

Halle1-Makerspace (C#5), FabLab/
Green FabLab Kamp-Lintfort
(C#3), Makerspace Bonn e.V.
(C#6)

Rejected
rules

– Collaborations, esp. with
companies, are limited due to
legal constraints (third-party
funding, competition law) –
Bureaucratic standards of
universities (university-
affiliated MPs) – Lack of
connection to established local
institutions (club variant of
MPs)

– Opposing knowledge
paradigms and search
heuristics (co-creation, peer-
to-peer processes) – Lack of
congruence with standards
(e.g. protecting intellectual
property rights)

– Lack of professionalism when
realizing collaborations –
Cerebral and less practice-
related approaches

Exemplary
cases

FabLab Bottrop (C#2),
GarageLab e.V. Düsseldorf
(C#4), Halle1-Makerspace (C#5)

Halle1-Makerspace (C#5),
FabLab Bottrop (C#2),
Makerspace Bonn e.V. (C#6)

Makerspace Bonn e.V. (C#6),
GarageLab e.V. Düsseldorf (C#4)
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The comparative case study outlined in this article reveals the three most relevant
modes of translation between MPs and local incumbent regime actors.

(I) Translation by active shielding and institutionalized adaption

Results clearly indicate the outcome of translation that results from active shielding
and institutionalized adaption. It refers to university-affiliated MPs. Active shielding
from financial or market-based pressures could be achieved by implementing MPs for
educational reasons in the first place. By doing so, MPs were established as incentive
structures and infrastructure capacities for the curricular programme at harbouring uni-
versities. Technical infrastructure and knowledge resources were then additionally used
to support individuals beyond the university in realizing ideas and projects, such as local
spin-off efforts aimed at by students and entrepreneurs. In the course of time, MPs as
collaborative and open spaces for prototyping activities became established within and
beyond the academic context. Workshops and tailored events allowed regime-related
actors, such as companies or city administrations, to learn about prototyping and idea-
tion utilized by digital devices. Consequently, maker-related sociotechnical practices (e.g.
rapid prototyping, experimental approaches, and co-creation) could be translated into
contexts of regime actors. Mutual adaption of MPs and regime actors could be fostered
vía collaborative intermediate projects. Thus, regime actors have used MPs as commu-
nity-based knowledge resources to tackle local challenges, such as urban transformation
or economic growth. Localized problems related to incumbent regimes that affected the
constitution of MPs. Findings clearly indicate mutual adaption between niche and regime
in the course of time as MPs could be nurtured and empowered. For instance, opposing
knowledge paradigms or legal constraints made the managers of the respective MPs to
find new formats and strategies for a sustained translation.

(II) Translation by enabling learning mechanisms:

Findings confirm the importance of learning processes for niche–regime translation.
Both the micro, i.e. the individual and project related, as well as the organizational and
interorganizational levels demand effective mechanisms for learning when realizing col-
laborative projects within experimental settings. Even though guaranteeing for learning
processes on both levels by implementing evaluation criteria and organizational struc-
tures among other aspects has been described as being challenging, it nevertheless indi-
cates one mode of translation. There is one crucial aspect in this regard. The higher the
challenge for maker facilities to implement proper formats for assessment and learning,
the bigger the effect on mutual translation with regime actors. That is because criteria and
structures for the assessment of collaborative projects need to be defined together with
participating actors, which represent incumbent regime actors. Implementing a learning
mechanism affects translation on both the project related and the collective, interorgani-
zational level between niche and regime actors.

(III) Translation by sustained cooperation and coordination between MP and local
institutions:
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MPs crucially are community-driven phenomena drawing on local as well as translo-
cal networks. Results of the empirical study underscore the importance of local networks,
respectively, operative networks for processes of coordination of joint action (see Section
4.1.1). This network type primarily links the activities of MPs with the interests and
support of local stakeholders by coordinating knowledge transfer processes. A represen-
tative example of successful operative network building is provided by the case FabLab
Kamp-Lintfort (C#3). Both, decision-makers of the university and the affiliated
FabLabs initiated a steering committee as well as an advisory board integrating the
local and region consent of economic, political and educational stakeholder groups. In
consequence, capacities for sustained cooperation and coordination allow a MP and
incumbent regime actors to mutually adapt to contextualized challenges for collective
innovation dynamics. Mobilizing capacities for cooperation and a demand-oriented
coordination of MPs and local stakeholder groups are thus a central and the most tar-
geted modes of translation.

Concluding for the moment, the main findings confirm the highly dynamic nature of
translation as mutual adaption between niche and regime actors. The three most relevant
modes of translation identified contribute substantially to the understanding about the
interrelatedness of MP, respectively niche, related processes and mutual interactions
with local actors representing incumbent regimes. Contrary to the dominant narrative,
which portrays MPs as replicable instruments for radical sociotechnological transform-
ations (Chiappini and Törnberg 2019), findings stress the importance of contextualized
dynamics MP need to adapt to. In the end, MPs and its transformative capacities are
configurational phenomena including various factors ranging from equipment, legal
structures, business models, educational programmes, methods and fluid networks of
actors that dynamically emerge relative to conditions in the local context. As indicated
by the modes of translation identified, contextualized factors shape mutual interactions
between MPs and regime actors.

7. Conclusion

This study set out to investigate which modes of translation between MPs and incumbent
regimes on the local level can be detected and what does this say about the transformative
capacities of it. For doing so, the study referred to the SNM approach as an analytical
heuristic to conduct a comparative case study of six MPs in Germany. Next to the
internal processes of MPs, the research approach put emphasis on translation as
dynamic and mutual interactions between MPs and established institutions on the
local level. Results refer to a total of three most relevant modes of translation that
could be identified: Firstly, translation by active shielding and institutionalized adaption
emphasizes the role of universities in fencing off market pressures and offering events as
well as workshops to regime actors. Thus, maker-related sociotechnical practices could
be translated into their contexts. Secondly, translation by enabling learning mechanisms
highlights the effect of implementing proper formats for assessment and learning on
mutual translation with regime actors. Thirdly, translation by sustained cooperation
and coordination between MP and local institutions is stressing capacities for
cooperation and a demand-oriented coordination between MPs and incumbent insti-
tutions. It is the most targeted mode of translation.
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Contrary tomechanistic perspectives that broadly perceiveMPs as replicable instruments
for local or urban transformation in the digital age, findings highlight various modes of
translation that are mutually non-exclusive. MPs are dynamically emerging configurations
including heterogeneous networks of local actors, equipment, legal structures, business
models, methods for prototyping and thus a collectively shaped vision of experimentation.
For urban planners,managers ofMPs ormakers that want aMP to contribute to local devel-
opment, one guiding proposition can be derived from the empirical study conducted: Col-
lective experimentation should not be carried out in the maker facilities solely. Rather,
capacities are necessary that enable local incumbent institutions to experiment ‘with’ a
MP itself. Identified modes of translation confirm this statement.

Even though this study contributes considerably to the understanding ofmodes of trans-
lation betweenMPs and incumbent institutions on the local level, it entails some limitations.
Firstly, as a comparative case studyputs constraints on the explanatory scope of the research,
it is likely that there are more modes of translation to be identified in the empirical context.
Future research could go beyond the cases investigated and expand across the German
context. Secondly, the reliability of the data used is limited, as only managers of MPs
were interviewed. This limitation could be addressed by realizing in-depth case studies cov-
ering a broader data sample. Thirdly, as the given research article has an empirical focus, its
contributions to theoretical perspectives on translation are beyond the scope. Future
research could contribute to existing theory on translation by critically reflecting on existing
findings spanning across sociotechnical niches in various domains.

Notes

1. Originally, translation can be traced to Actor Network Theory by Callon (1986). Accord-
ingly, objectives are transferred from one actor to other actors that are getting recruited
into the network environment of the primary actor. The given approach is going beyond
that conception in a sense that MPs being adjunct to local and global networks of hetero-
geneous actors (off- and online) are interacting with multiple actors representing incumbent
regimes of the MPs’ systemic surrounding. The (re-)alignment between multiple actors of
both conceptual domains is the result of mutual translations. Dynamic interactions are
understood to be linked to emergent and thus coevolutionary processes that share properties
of complexity (Juarrero and Rubino 2010). An empirical analysis that is tailored to the
understanding mentioned would go beyond the span of the approach given. Thus, outcomes
of translations are covered mainly, which maybe let translations processes be traced.

2. The Fab Academy serves as an educational program for students or professionals with
various disciplinary backgrounds. Being designed as a 5-month program, participants
engage with digital fabrication, electronics programming and web design. FabLabs that
provide the educational program are part of a global Fab Academy network. Here, partici-
pants are connected globally vía an online campus that allows for content sharing and inter-
active video classes. Thus, the individual labs become so-called nodes (local hubs) for local
participants. Fab Academy is said to be a model for globally distributed education (see
FABACADEMY 2021).

3. The Fab Charter defines basic guidelines for the operation of a FabLab as part of a global
network. Guidelines cover aspects such as responsibilities of individuals, security measures,
access to a lab as well as legitimacy of business purposes. Note that the Fab Charter is non-
compulsory (FabCentral (2021).

4. According to Ayas (1996), the prioritized learning by doing can be described as situational
learning.
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Appendix

1. Semi-structured interview script
Dimensions:

A. Self-conception
B. Niche internal processes
C. Niche–regime interactions
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A. Self-conception

– How did the Maker Platform (MP) come about?
– What goals and visions have been linked to the establishment?
– Are there specific local/regional problems that should be addressed with the stated goals and

visions of the MP?
– Do the activities in the MP have a thematic focus?
– Which target group or target groups are to be addressed by the MP´s activities?
– How is the MP financed?
– Are there defined standards or a ‘Code of Conduct’ for the activities in the MP?

B. Niche internal processes

– What are the organizational structures that characterize the MP?
– Have organizational structures changed over time?
– What are the decision-making processes regarding organizational, content, or legal issues?
– Which people are involved in the decision-making processes?
– Has the way decisions are made changed over time?

. Establishment of networks:
– Are there formal/informal barriers to becoming part of the MP team? If so, what are they?
– Has there been any attempt to build a network/community around the MP? If yes, how has this

been done? If not, why not?
– Have attempts been made to date to consult MP internally about how to increase the network or

community on the local level? If yes, how has this been approached?
. Articulation/adjustment of visions and expectations.

– Is there agreement within the team on the goals and expectations of the MP? If not, how are
differing visions and resulting conflicts handled in this regard?

– Have the goals and visions of the MP changed over time? If yes, why?
– To what extent have attempts been made to communicate the goals and visions of the MP to

institutions/stakeholders locally?
. Establishment of learning processes

– Are the projects supervised in the MP documented? If so, how is information about them made
available?

–Are the projects supervised in theMP also evaluated in terms of progress, outcome and the actors
involved in them?

– Does the MP have a concept that evaluates its own activities, i.e. organizational issues, workshop
offerings, etc.? If so, how is the evaluation designed and how is it communicated?

C. Niche–regime interactions

– Which people are interested in the opportunities and offers of the MP? Do these people tend to
represent civil society, the economy, the education sector or urban administration or politics?

– Has it been possible so far to reach the people who have also been defined as the target group for
the MP? If not, at which points were there hurdles and difficulties?

– Are there concrete cooperations with companies, the urban administration, associations or edu-
cational institutions on a local level? If so, what is the focus of these collaborations?

– Which aspects of the MP´s concept are of particular interest to actors that represent the insti-
tutions mentioned?

– Are there concrete support structures for inventors/makers to develop a business model from a
prototype?

– In your opinion, what would have to change regarding collaborations with actors that represent
the institutions mentioned to mobilize the potential of the MP for urban transformation or
development?
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